deploy more fully the kind of critical practice she lays out appears to fall outside the purview of a text that is roughly 120 pages (minus its notes and bibliography). In the end, of course, it may be that its very conciseness and suggestiveness render Native Women and Land precisely the kind of text that can be most usefully integrated into the classroom. Fitzgerald's book will invite its readers to practice literary criticism in new ways, and we are always in need of that kind of work in our field. David 
James Mackay, European University Cyprus
Diane Glancy is a writer peculiarly marked with obsessions. Her always experimental work may flit from historical reconstruction to presentday midwestern monotony, from the aftermath of the btk killings to the Trail of Tears, from a novel set in a very real hell to a film set partly in Fritz Scholder's imaginarium, but certain themes emerge again and again. Seldom have they come together with such skill and control as they do in her latest diptych, part of an outpouring that has seen her publish no fewer than five books in the past year.
There is her descent from Cherokee ancestors and the way that, as she puts it in her autobiographical essay "Two Dresses, " this "leavened the whole lump. " Raised outside Cherokee culture, neither a citizen of the Cherokee Nation nor a speaker of Tsalagi, nonetheless she has an inescapable fascination with reclaiming her heritage, which has driven the vast majority of her prose and poetry. Speaking of driving, she repeatedly returns to the image of a lone driver traversing a vast plain, simul-taneously still and in motion. This in turn speaks to a postmodern sense of deep time as something that can be understood in myriad complex ways, each history like a car journey that finds just one line of many, each narrator providing just one limited perspective on events that it is not possible to "fully" understand. This in turn is supplemented with a deeply felt and deeply considered Christian faith, the main subject of perhaps a third of her works, which creates a fragmented, tenuous sense of community even among the chaos of evil actions. Topping this all off is a compulsive drive to animate unconsidered lives and unheard voices, often those of people known as someone's wife, someone's victim, someone's survivor.
Reading these latest works brings another obsession into particular focus, a preoccupation with education in all its forms. Reclamation of heritage, after all, requires self-education, and Glancy clearly allies her formidable intellect with an extraordinary work ethic. Previous forays into the past, notably her stories of Sacajawea (Stone Heart) and Saint Kateri Tekakwitha (The Reason for Crows), have required extensive archival work. Glancy has also explicitly talked on numerous occasions of an almost psychogeographical element to her work, wherein she travels, armed with her research, to important sites in her narratives, opening herself up to hearing voices from the earth. As she puts it in Fort Marion Prisoners and the Trauma of Native Education, "Historical memory, if there is such a thing, is an interior landscape of tribal voices and events that come over the lanes of traffic as I drive the highways and back roads on various journeys. As I re-drive their space" (60). Yet education is no unalloyed pleasure in her writing. She has written many times of the struggle she has felt, both as student and educator, even to speak in the classroom. The title character of her novel Flutie (later filmed as The Dome of Heaven), a novel that contains many autobiographical elements, is struck almost dumb with the need to express something that feels inexpressible, a narrative that Glancy pairs with the story of tongueless Philomela.
So it is very easy to understand why the prisoners of the title should be of interest to Glancy. Following the Southern Plains Indian Wars, "seventy-two of the worst prisoners" (1) were taken from the allied Kiowa, Cheyenne, Arapaho, Comanche, and Caddo tribes and shipped as far from Indian Country as possible, to Fort Marion in Florida. There their hair was forcibly cut, their clothes were exchanged for army uni-forms, and they were handed into the charge of Captain Richard Henry Pratt, he of the infamous phrase "A great general has said that the only good Indian is a dead one. In a sense, I agree with the sentiment, but only in this: that all the Indian there is in the race should be dead. Kill the Indian in him, and save the man" (Pratt 260). In accordance with these beliefs, the Fort Marion prisoners were instructed in English, mathematics, and other subjects in an effort to turn them into model citizens of the United States. Most famously, they were given art materials and encouraged to create drawings and paintings to sell to the public, the ledger art that continued traditional art styles and practices into new materials.
These days we would probably follow Raphael Lemkin in defining such forcible education as a form of genocide or ethnocide. Yet to those caught up in such events things were not necessarily so clear-cut. As Glancy points out toward the end of this book, some of the prisoners in later life became recruiters for the Carlisle School or became members of Christian churches (one, David Pendleton Oakerhater, is now considered a saint by the Episcopalian Church). Some named their children after Pratt. Many, however, were irretrievably damaged by the experience. "Most, " as Glancy records, "found themselves at odds with their people and themselves. " The education-or indoctrination-that was forced upon them also gave them the ability to petition the colonial power for release and opened possibilities for making a living in the destroyed postwar world of their nations. Twelve died in Fort Marion.
The task of reconstructing the prisoners' thoughts is an impossible one. They left only a few records beyond the ledger art, mostly letters written long after the process of education, some "graffiti" (one author's description, which Glancy corrects to "petroglyphs") on the walls of Fort Marion, and little else. Richard Henry Pratt, by contrast, left extensive archives. The obvious inequities in power have permanently and all but completely erased the subjective experiences of powerful warriors (and one child) rendered stuttering schoolchildren. Glancy therefore turns to her own biography as a parallel that allows her not to resurrect or recreate (she explicitly notes at the end of the book that "there was no way to retrieve [the living being of meaning]" [121]) but to point up an imaginative or empathic bridge that exists between past and present. Compulsively telling and retelling the prisoners' story interleaved with her own, then interleaving that with the story of her researches, paralleling her journeys with theirs, reproducing photographs of places and people mentioned in the narrative, discussing the shortcomings of the documents upon which she is building this re-creation, Glancy simultaneously makes us feel "a ghost of their world-like old lettering on window glass that was revealed in frost" (121), and dramatizes the complete impossibility of such a resurrection. Along the way she provides profound meditations on the impact of the past on the present (and vice versa), themes that return with more force in the other volume under review.
"Once our stories were round / but the wolves made them square as houses, " records the speaker of an early poem in Report to the Department of the Interior (4). Published as part of the Mary Burritt Christiansen poetry series, which promotes poetry on "the realities of . . . experiencing [the] West and the Border as places and as metaphors, " this collection explodes any idea of a linear history. The first major section is devoted, in typical Glancy style, to the wife of Henry Bull Head, the leader of the police force at the Grand River agency, better known as the man who killed Sitting Bull. The first three poems in this section read as imaginative history, reanimating a figure all but lost to history in the classic Glancy style, allowing for the full complexities of Bull Head's position. The fourth poem, however, introduces us to the true complexity of Glancy's postmodern histories. Titled "When Cézanne Visited America, " the poem deals with a visit that never happened, a place that doesn't exist, an impressionist working at the same time as Bull Head's death, and the closing of the frontier wrenched violently into juxtaposition. A further poem, titled "Bull Head's Wife Studies Frances Glessner Lee's Visible Proofs, a Series of Crime Scenes Reconstructed in Miniature in the 1940's and '50's for Use in Forensics, " consists entirely of the list of the dead after the failed arrest of Sitting Bull written by James McLaughlin, with the single added line "+ wives and children who depended on them" (15). The facts of history are rounded by their echoes in the present.
Other sections recapture other children: the daughter of Spotted Tail, the children beaten and educated in boarding schools. A bravura late section, however, reveals that "there was another fish tank behind the tank / I was watching" (63): the spree killing at Red Lake, Minnesota, in 2005 that resulted in the deaths of ten people. Glancy places herself in the mind of the killer, sixteen-year-old Jeffrey Weise, where a confused mixture of ideologies-Native Pride and Nazism-mingle with a destroyed family and mental illness. By placing this section where it is, Glancy impressionistically shows how the history of colonialism continues to inflect the tragic present while avoiding any simple binaries of colonizer/victim. An imaginative final section, written as a play script, opens up a space for the symbolic return of the buffalo and the concomitant survivance of Native peoples. Taylor, and other worthies. Nolan's account of Indigenous drama from the 1980s to the present demonstrates that "other worthies" is a hefty category, and conspicuous among her book's merits is its engagement with playwrights as yet underrepresented in print. Unavoidably, however, her commitment to talented but unpublished practitioners like the Turtle Gals, Melanie J. Murray, and Clifford Cardinal hints at the difficulty of establishing a reputation as a writer absent an accommodating textual environment. Six of the plays that Nolan discusses are unpublished, and several are out of print, although the news that Playwrights Canada Press plans soon to release two plays by Cardinal perhaps encourages
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